Introduction
In this paper we introduce the modular of Orlicz type in the space of multifunctions of nonempty and compact set-images. Ve investigate the spaces generated by this modular. In the second part of this paper we introduce the modular of sup ess type in this space. Ve study some subspaces of the space generated by this modular.
Let (£>, Z ,/*) t> s a measure space with a nonnegative, nontrivial 6"-finite and complete measure/'. Every function from Si. to 2® we will be called multifunction. Let f: £2-^2®, we introduce two functions f(F) and f(F) by the formulas (f(F))(t) = inf y, (f(F))(t) » sup y for every te<2. yeF (t) yeF(t) Definition 1.
The multifunction F such that f(F) and f(F) are Z-measurable functions we will be oalled the front-measurable multifunction.
Let X be the spaoe of all front-measurable multifunctions from jQ to 2® such that their set-images are nonempty and compact. Two multifunotions F, G such that F(t) = G(t) ^-a.e. will be treated as the same element of X.
Let N be the set of all natural numbers.
The Orlicz spaoes of multifunctions
Let <p be ^-function and let fy(F) =J*y>( max^|x|)dt for F e X.
At Kasperski
It is easy to sea that p^F) = 0 iff F = 0 and = = fy((-1)F) for PeZ. Let X P(? « jFe X j fy(aF) --0 as a-oj, X^, = jFeXp^: P(t) is a oonvex set for every tepj.
Definition 2. Let P n e for n e N, F Q 0 if Pp(aF n ) --0 as n--00 for every a >0. Definition 3. Let F fl e X^ for neN and let Fe X<p^. |F q | is fy,-convergent to F in if there exist {G 2 }cX ?/ Gj-^0, G^O such that F Q + gJ = 2 = F + G^ for every n e N. is a sub-1 V P m + Gj i for every n,meN, where nm sequenoe of the sequence the sequenoe | G^j. Proof.
It is easy to see thai [ f(F Q )} and j f(F n )j are Cauohy seque noes in L^. Heno« L^ is oomplete space then there exist f t g e L^ suoh that f(F n ) -f and f(
Let F(t) = [f(t),g(t)] for every tei2. It is easy to see that F fl ^ -F and Fel
1^
Let us denote
a) If 0<ia n (tUb n {t) then if we take G*(t) = [a Q (t) ,b n (t)]
and G¿(t) -0 we obtain F Q (t) + G^(t) « F(t) + G*(t).
b) If 0=eb n (t)<: a n (t) then if we take G^(t) » [-a n (t),-b Q (t)]
and G^(t) >Owe obtain F n (t) + G^('t) = F(t) + Gj(t). 0) If b Q (t)<:a n (tU O then if we take G¿(t) = [-a n (t) ,-b Q (t)]
and G^(t) = 0 we obtain F a (t) + G¿(t) = F(t) + g|(t).
d) If a n (t)éb n (t)éü then if we take G^(t) = [> n (t),b n (t)]
and G^(t) = 0 we obtain F n (t) + G^(t) = F(t) + G^(t).
e) If a Q (t)^0, b Q (t)sg 0 then if we take G^(t) = 0 and ^f*) = [ b n (t, » a n (t, J wa obtain p n {t) + G n (t) = *(*)+<£(*)• f) If a n (t)<; 0, b Q (t)^ 0 then if we take G^(t) = ü and
2 It is easy to see that G¿ 0 and G^ 0.
Definition

5.
Let F e X. We shall say that F is simple integrable multifunction if f(F) and f(F) are simple integrable functions (see [1] ). Theorem 2.
If cp -funotion cp fulfils (A 2 ) condition for all u or if fj (Q)<oo and <p fulfils (A^) condition for large u then the set P(X) of all simple Integrable multifunotions is p^-dense in xj, i.e. for every P e I 1^ there exists sequence |P n |cP(X) such that P fl P. Proof.
Prom [1] we obtain that there exist sequences {f Q }, {g n }cL* such that fy(a(f Q -f(P))--0 and 9 9 (a(g n -f(F))--0 for every a>0 and f n (t)^g Q (t) for t Let P n (t) = [f Q (t),g n (t)] for «»ory tei?. It is easy to see that -jJL-P. n ? <p Let us denote for P 1 ,F 2 e X d(P 1 ,P 2 ) = max (|f(P 1 ) -f(P 2 )l , I f(P 1 ) -f(P 2 )l), where If I = inf | u>0 for feL^. Remark 3. Let P n e X 1 ?^f or n eN and let Fe Xp^. P iff d(P n ,P) -0 as n -oo .
The ore m
If the measure ¿JL is separable and the assumptions of the Theorem 2 hold then the space d> is separable.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that <P(X),d>is the separable space. Let Q be a ring of the sets of finite measure in ®-algebra £ . Let |a d }cQ be so that for every Z >0 and every A e Q there exists neN such that ¿JL{ A s A n )< i . 
Le t now X^ ejpeXs P(t) = P 1 (t) U P 2 (t) for every teP, P 1 ,P 2 eX^ and f(F 1 )(t)=S f(P 2 )(t) for every tei?}. say that the sequence |P n j is (w,9^)-convergent to P If (fJ+gJ) U (F*+gJ) e then
It is easy to see that (G^(t)U G^(t)) + W(G^)(t) + ff(G 2 )(t) and (G 2 (t) U G 2 (t)) + W(G 2 )(t) +
1) f(pj)(t) + f(G^)(t)^f(p2)(t) + f(oJ)(t) so 2) f(F*)(t) -f(Fj)(t)<f(Qj)(t) -f(Gj)(t).
Prom 2) we obtain W(F n )-^~0. • 434 - say that the sequence |p n | is (w,p«,)-convergent to F ( g a (w, P J p ) if pe 4~, 0(P n ) p^P and W(P n )^ 0. We shall say that the sequenoe |p n | is ?", -convergent to P in X^oo (p n -p^p) if there exist the sequences j G^j,jcXp^ such that g!-5--0, G 2 -5--0 and P M + G^, = P + G 2 for every n yoo * n ycxj n n n " n e N. •P then F" P. _ /" _1 r iiuon r_ -= " o-^-F then P B Q 2 ' 1 -P. n ?<*> n 900 t-* r,2 V 1 F^UF 2 = P n e X 2 «,, F 1 U P 2 = FgX^«, for every neN. The pro|of Is quite analogous to that of Theorem 6 and we omit it.
Remark 21. Let 7 be the space of all extended real-valued, £ -measurable functions over£, finite ¿i -almost everywhere. Let 9 be modular on Y such that, if |x(t)|^| y(t)| for (i a.e. teQ then 9 (x) 9(y). Let Yp be real modular space generated by 9. Let 9"(F) -9(max(|f ( If Yp is the p-oomplete space then we oan obtain the same results for Xo ae Xp .
